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New Book. Beautiful, flirtatious and romantic Valeria Montford
is used to attracting admiring glances from the most eligible
young men in Society. But galloping through the French
countryside she discovers that pride definitely comes before a
fall. A confident horsewoman, she is mortified when she is
thrown in full view of Lord Charles Waterford. Embarrassed, and
missing the usual praise for her equine skills, she decides that
she hates Lord Waterford for making her feel humiliated. Then
she meets Sir Peter Cousins - devastatingly handsome, exciting
and slightly dangerous. Enchanted by Sir Peter s charm and
obvious admiration Valeria becomes even more contemptuous
of Lord Waterford s quieter nature. Back in England, Valeria s
beloved father sadly confesses that a cad has defrauded him of
his fortune. He can see only one way to pay his creditors and
escape total financial ruin - Valeria must make a good
marriage, and he already has a prospective suitor in mind. Still
dreaming of Sir Peter and horrified at the prospect of a
marriage without love, Valeria s heart is thrown into confusion.
So when Lord...
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely
and valuable. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
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